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Hey guys, I’m
Weird ETH Yankovic

(Ben Jones)
Optimism

@ben_chain



Optimism is not building a blockchain.







Why is it so hard to convince people?



properties, not paths









“Governments of the Industrial World, you 
weary giants of flesh and steel, I come 
from Cyberspace, the new home of Mind.

On behalf of the future, I ask you of the past 
to leave us alone. You are not welcome 

among us. You have no sovereignty where 
we gather.”













http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y8CKlTlQA64&t=8


We are marching towards self-destruction.









We are entering a phase shift.



The Crypto Dream
● OSS 

(public goods!)
● Digital Sovereignty

(Go bankless!)
● Virtual worlds 

(Live in the metaverse!)
● New ways to work 

(DAOs!)
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The Crypto Reality
…coin voting?







autonomous giants of bytes and capital,

or

benevolent giants of life and liberty?



So, who’s gonna do something?





We are a collective of Optimists.
We seek to align technology with humanity.

We reject futures where capital alone is king.



The technology is necessary, but 
insufficient.
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We spent the next three years building.



It was time to look to the other half of the story.





The Optimism Collective



The Collective is a band of communities, 
companies, and citizens united by a mutually 

beneficial pact to adhere to the axiom of 
impact=profit.

optimism.io/vision



1. Governance 
Minimization

2. Pro-forkability
3. Anti-plutocracy
4. Impact = profit



So what is the Optimism Collective, really?



The Optimism Collective is a spaceship built 
to carry humanity through the singularity.











How do we prevent OP 9000?



How do we prevent OP 9000?

3 strategic pillars



1. Identity

humans over capital



2. Retroactivity

reward after impact



3. Forkability

create escape hatches



THE OP STACK
● Chain

○ Consensus
○ Execution
○ Settlement

● Governance
○ Attestations
○ Voting
○ Social Tools
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Bicameral



Bicameral
(two co-equal houses)



Token House
Plutocratic

Profit-seeking



Citizens’ HouseToken House
Plutocratic

Profit-seeking

Democratic

Profit-distributing



Retroactive Public Goods Funding



Retroactive Public Goods Funding



retroPGF in a nutshell

It’s easier to agree on what was good than 
what will be good.

Leave prediction up to the markets.



VCs

Extractive 
Investments



So what’s next?









Optimism.GoV.S03-complete.RARG-mkv



Optimism is not a charity.

It will take a Collective.

Optimism is focused on
critical technological impact.



A realistic Optimistic Legacy:

Blueprints for the spaceship

Proof it can fly

Citizens, ready for whatever comes next



thank you, we are hiring
Optimism

@ben_chain


